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To the fourth and final edition of What’s Happening at Wecon Systems
“WHAWS” newsletter for the year 2013. The transition from summer to fall is
now upon us with each day visibly growing shorter as the nights become longer.
The autumnal equinox otherwise known as the first day of fall (autumn) has
come and gone. Our grass and gardens have welcomed the cooler weather and
intervals of rain that we have experienced. With the change in seasons, trees
have begun and continue to change colors. As the summer draws to a close and
the kids have gone back to school, we take a moment to look back.
This past summer our installation and service crews continued to keep busy. A
slower pace in the shop allowed us to decrease manufacturing lead times and
provided us with the opportunity to purge our used equipment inventory and
determine what equipment we really have on hand. As the fall progresses, we
look forward to getting back into a regular routine. As always, we continue to
direct and manage our manpower requirements to best satisfy our customer’s
needs. We are fortunate that our team is comprised of a diversified group of
individuals that can be called upon to help out during those busy times to keep
up with our customer commitments.
The workload over the next few months continues to be very busy. If you have
any upcoming projects we would be happy to discuss the opportunities with you
or your prospective client(s). If you have a question or inquiry, don’t hesitate to
call. Please remember, we can always find the time to support your day-to-day
needs and requirements.
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We most recently endured a couple of weekend sessions at a book distribution
facility reconfiguring some of the customer’s existing equipment and installing
a complement of new equipment supplied by one of our major business
partners TGW Systems. Wecon was utilized to supply the installation services
and expertise in support of the project coordinated by TGW Systems.

�

Locally we are installing a new mezzanine and conveyor system at a used
clothing recycling facility. Wecon designed and manufactured the custom
chutes utilized in this application.

�

Our installers continue to provide installation support for our customer at a
juice and bottling facility here in Toronto.

�

Lights, camera, action! Wecon was contacted and supplied a conveyor to a
local film company for a television show for one of this season’s episodes.

�

We maintain a wide assortment of good quality of used equipment that is
available for sale. By providing customers with the option of supplying used
equipment in lieu of new equipment the customer can realize the benefit of
significant cost savings over the purchase of new equipment. Since used
equipment changes hands in support of customer requirements, if you are
looking for that special piece of equipment or simply just looking for
something to help enhance your productivity please contact us for details and
equipment availability.

�

Our team of sales staff and distributors continue to be busy quoting and
actively pursuing new business opportunities. If you have a question or
inquiry, please give them a call. They can be reached at Wecon Systems by
calling (905) 624-6499 or alternately they can be contacted via e-mail at:
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One of our major business partners, Ryson International Inc. has just introduced
a solution for multi-tiered production flow. The solution, a Multiple Entry Spiral
allows products of uniform sizes and weights to merge and enter a spiral conveyor
from different elevations. This is accomplished with a high speed induction
conveyor that provides controlled entry of the product on to the spiral. The
conveyor belts are individually adjustable to match the spiral pitch. These
induction conveyors provide traffic control and are utilized to prevent products
colliding and maintain product orientation as it enters the spiral conveyor from the
different levels. Spiral conveyors convey product in a continuous flow, facilitating
high throughput. Due to their modular design, we ship most spirals in one piece,
pre-assembled and pre-tested which reduces time and costs associated with installation. If you have a question, please give us a call and we would be happy to
discuss how we can satisfy your material handling needs and requirements.

